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Unit Evaluation by HydroJackson & KGB
Posted by Hannibal Rex - 30 Apr 2023 06:38
_____________________________________

Another blast from the past piece of data archaeology that deserves preservation.

web.archive.org/web/20010509025739/http:...r/102evaluation.html

Peasant, goblins, giant rat ,scout, Orc Mobs (1 turner)

These guys are dirt cheap for slot filling. Orc Mobs are the worst of the lot. Peasant is the cheapest to
build and its banding can be a great boost and an excellent unit as part of a 3K starting regiment.

Goblins, IMO is the best quality unit of this lot, cheap, speed, visibility of 6 ! wood + hills terrain bonus,
+2 banding with 2 hp and dirt cheap to build.

Giant rat is ok with banding+6 but you need to stack 7 of them together to maximize it ... great city
defender when you can have more than 8 units to boost bonus and especially good vs the trample units
like the Golems due to high strength from the banding bonus and only 1 hp anyway so the trample
power is not extra effective vs them. Most often used in merc slot one.

Scout is useless as the goblin performs all the same functions only it's better in all categories.

Orc Mobs: only beginner use it ... no one use it even for slot filling.

Dwarf Runner (1 turner)

missile immmunity, terrain bonus (hill), 2nd cheapest 1 turner with 4 hp. I just love them. They are
especially good to stack on ports since they fight as 1/4 and most people use a barge so their armies will
only fight as a 2/1.

Archer, Giant Bat (1 turner)

Archer is the cheapest and 2nd fastest missile troop with a movement of 19 ! Good ST and +2 missile is
just great. hp of 1 is its only weakness.

Bat is a fast flying scouting troop and strength tester of enemy/neutral cities. In the hands of a good
warlord it can become a nasty harasser if you got no guards in your city especially early on ... so watch
out ! It is also an excellent padding unit for nasty and expensive powerful flying unit early on to take cities
over the mountain range or across water/river with no port in sight.

Elf infantry Light Infantry (1 turner)

E.Inf. has high str of 4, dwarf slayer ability on it and great movement of 24 with woods bonus. It's real
weakness is 1 hp. The only real use is at the start when in your 3k games cause they are cheap and
stack a few with some EC to take far away cities with 6 str.

Barbarian, Skeleton (1 turner)
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Barbarian is ok but too expensive. Forget skeleton, it is useless even with its SelfWarding+2.

Heavy Infantry (1 turner)

You field this unit to &quot;trick&quot; your opponent (if I see you field this unit I will assume you are a
beginner ... lol)

Gnoll, Dwarf Infantry, Pikeman, Zombie (1 turner)

Gnoll is the only one people use with some good effect. It's best used in bunches in a city with archery
where the assassination has a chance to kill the 4 hp ground trample units so the archery can kill the
remaining flyers.

Zombie is just too slow. Fear +1 is useless since Elf Cavalry is morale+2 and most people field E.C.

D.Inf is a very nice ST 3 HP 3 cannon fodder but too slow for my taste. Maybe as a castle defender ?

Orogs, Green Slime (2 turner)

These two are the cheapest two turners and Orogs is great for non-city non-hero fight with siege+1 and
hill bonus. Slim got +2 acid, not bad but not great either. KGB never use them but Hydro has.

Light Cavalry, WolfRider (2 turner)

Both are very fast land units, I like to use L.C. in my 3K game but only for starting army. LC stack with Elf
Cavalry can move 30 and stack two or three of them and race to the center within 3-5 turns and take out
some villages and wait for my opponent ... very nice piece ... try it sometime as part of your start up 3K
regiment. 1 E.C. and 1 or 2 L.C. in a stack and with wraith and Fire Elemental and dust wyrm you will
have the fastest all bonus stack. But IMO all you need is 1 E.C. + 1-2 L.C. and take on villages. At most
add a Wraith and cut your stack movement down only to 28 a turn. Huba huba.

Halflings (1 turner)

This is one of the few missile unit that can strike fear into Black/Blue Dragon with its ST2, Hp 2, and
missile +3 especially inside a city. And its high missile bonus can cancel out other missile troop
(especially moonguard's +4 missile). Massive production is the key to the success of this unit so it's
useful in merc 2 slot where you get 12 from a medium quest and plenty from renouned. It is pretty
expensive but worth it and can be found as free production in cities on the 'Lord Draconis' map. Dwarf
Runner is the best unit to take this baby out so it is not &quot;all powerful&quot;.

Heavy Cavalry, Ogres (2 turner)

Running about the same price tag as a halfling but are two turners. Useless units.

Catapult, Elf Cavalry, Wight (2 turners)

All great units but E.C. is the best there is and can be found as free production on many maps. fast to
produce, cheap, and morale+2. You want to win ? Put it in your regular slot. I think E.C. is just too cheap.
It should cost more than Hell Hound.

Catapult is siege+2 and best of all there is lots of free production in the neutral cites on many maps.
Definitely only to be used in non-hero stacks. But I like Orogs or SE better.
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Wight (+2 fear, good for counter E.C. stack but slow), if you got the points go for Dark
Pegasis/wraith/liche/green dragon.

Imp, Ghoul (1 turner)

Expensive 1 turner but not all bad for merc. slot 2. The 1 turn production time is very nice since quest
reward is based on &quot;building time&quot; so you will get 12 1 turner instead of 6 2 turners or 4 3
turner when you finish a medium quest merc. reward. Imp is a fast moving flyer with lightning special
attack form so it's handy vs tramplers and a lightning shot removes missile immunity from a 4 hp land
unit . Ghoul is slow but with a nice punch and +2 disease bonus. Both are tap expensive in regulars for
my taste but stacks of imps from a Summoner can be useful if put together and in merc 2 will get you a
massive 12 of them from a medium quest reward! They can take out even a Undead Dragon in a Fort+3
city. Lightning will take off those hit points. But not good against 2-3 dwarf in a village. So use them with
care.

Ballistae, Gnoll x-bow, GiantBee, Troll (2 turner)

Keep Troll under the bridge, get Wight, Dark Pegasis, Wraith, Liche, or Green Dragon for your fear
bonus.

Ballistae, a very nasty unit inside a city but only 1 hp with 1 missile bonus.

Gnoll x-bow, ST2 and Hp2 will give you a chance to do your assassination bonus even fighting against
Blue Dragons but not Blacks since if you get a -1 combat bonus the Blackie has 50% chance to kill with
acid before assassination. Take either Gnolls (cheaper/faster) or Gnoll Calv (more powerful) if you want
assassination. Lucky no one use vampire + LifeDrain + Blue Dragon else the lightning can kill you too
with the -1 hp from LifeDrain spell.

Bee is a much better version of the bat and with poison +4 it is icing on the cake ... tap expensive but
very nice unit ... one of the best scouting units around and it's especially nasty to stack 5 or 6 of these
together and hit an enemy city where he is massing non-hero stacks to poison 20+ men in one pop.
merc 2 or ally 1 are good place since you might get it early on and do rush on to your enemy.

Elf Archer (1 turner)

Very expensive 1 turner but some think it worth the price with its +4 missile. I just love to use D. Runner
to take these guys out. It got only 1 hp so it's vunerable to lightning (imp is great against these guys also)
and it is slow. Can be found as free production on the 'colleges of magic' maps.

Harpy (2 turner)

Harpy is the cheapest curse unit and should only be used if you have poison/disease elsewhere in your
set as it's too weak for hero stacks.

Dwarf x-bow, Hell Hound (1 turner)

D.x-bow is the most expensive 1 turner and you field it to fool people like me to think you are a beginner.
Hp 3 is interesting. I think if it has 4hp (thus missile immunity) and its missile won't get cancel out then
there is a good chance people might field this sloooow unit. As of now put it back to the mine to do some
good.

Hell Hound is ok with fear +1 and move of 20 but has a high upkeep of 6 which is more than most 2 and
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3 turners, but I never seen people field it. I think E.C. is the main reason. since this unit is useless
against E.C. and everyone is stacking their troops with E.C.

Clay Golem, Mummy, Wargs (2 turner)

Mummy is good for missile immunity and poison +3 but very slow and expensive. Pretty good for merc.
slot two.

Wargs got +4 warding and good speed with fast production time. Good for merc. two also or against
people who use a lot of assassination or playing Lord Dragonis setup map.

Clay Golem is a good cheap trample unit but too expensive with low strength. Only marginally useful
when summoned in numbers by an Alchemist at a bless/strength city but a great cannon flodder taking
on unknow neutral cities.

Giant (3 turner)

The cheapest 3 turner and a chaos+2 unit! Good for its price and best of all is found as free production
on several maps. Stick in your regular slot and you got a cheap +2 chaos to give your enemy -1 and only
hero with good leadership can counter that.

Ghost, Knight (2 turners)

Ghost is a more expensive/slower version of harpy,

Knight got +1 warding for group and a nice +2 bonus in the open. But cost just a tap too much. Put it in
Merc. 2 or regular slot.

Cockatrice (3 turner)

Road runner on steroid. You cannot get anything faster than this guy. But it is a land unit so don't be
expecting it to fly over the mountains. A tap expensive. But seen it used once in a while (mostly in ally 1),
not a very effective combat unit for its cost. But great for &quot;searching inv. stack or razing enemy
sites/undefended cities early on&quot; and especially deadly early on in the 1 army start game. For a 3K
game, after turn 7 it is basically useless. 1 army game after turn 12 it is useless. Give of take a few turns.

Centaur, NightMares, Pegasis, Dark Pegasis (2 turner)

Nothing really good here and Dark Peg. is the one I've seen used for its speed/flight and fear+2 to
counter E.C. The cost kill the rest.

Giant Scorpion (3 turner)

Make it a 2 turner or cut the cost else let it loose in desert.

Plague Carrier (2 turner)

Very expensive 2 turner. Excellent troop with ST7 and disease+5 when used as a hero trap combined
with curse units and some archery but just too expensive for a hp of 1 and movement of 15.

Assassin, Medusae, Minotaur, Siege Engine, Dwarf Mutant (3 turner)
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Assassin is great for merc slot 3 or ally slot 1. Don't put it anywhere else as the upkeep cost in regulars
is so high (20 a pop per turn !) you'll be bankrupt fast. Assassin in merc 3 and with warrior +5 renown is
a great hero stopper but since hero stack and assassination is not that tough anymore ... Ally slot 1 is
better. Especially vunerable to Black/Blue dragons with only 1 str/hp so don't use it if you know your
opponent uses those dragons.

IMO S.E. is a must have for its siege+4 bonus else it will be almost impossible to win the game.

Minotaur is a nasty chaos unit with +2 city bonus that makes it a very useful unit in non-hero stacks since
blessed Minotaurs attack cities at 8/3. It can be fielded in regulars or merc 3 with Warrior and renouned.
Ally 1 is not as great but see people do it sometimes.

All chaos bonus units are good units. So is any siege bonus unit. Reason: non-hero stack fight is more
important now and these two type of bonus cannot be countered (excluding hero or expensive Ice
guard).

Medusae, too expensive since its petrification is really a joke.

Dwarf Mutant is way too expensive and slow chaos unit compared to Giants and Minotaurs.

Reaver (2 turner)

Most expensive 2 turner, but with chaos+1 it is good for non-hero fight. Move 19 and pack a good punch.
Cost should come down a tap.

Stone Golem (3 turner)

Too expensive and slow to produce but ok in merc slot 3 with Warrior and renouned. It's especially
vunerable to any flying units with it's low str.

Elf Lord, Gnoll Cavalry, Knight Lord, Ice Demon, Wraith (3 turner)

Elf Lord is useless with 20% demon slayer and too expensive.

Gnoll Cavalry is the best all-around assassination unit. Fast, 40% assassination, good price for merc slot
3 or Ally 1, and got a good punch too. Can be found as free production on the 'Lord Draconis' map if you
want to field it in your regulars. Since assassination test is tested ONCE per Battle so you need to
survive to reuse it another day.

Ice Demon, another chaos unit, fast but not as strong or cheap as giant or minotaur but move 22 and is
one of the summonable troop (so you can control the battle sequence). good unit if you got summoner
else don't field it. Get giant or minotaur.

Wraith (+3 fear move 28) is great to compliment/counter Elf Cavalry (morale +2 and move 32)

Knight Lord with useless dragon slayer ability but very nice open field +2 bonus and it is one of the unit
can get up to ST15. A tap too expensive for my taste but I sometime stack it with my hero and fight other
hero outside the castle. That 20% dragon slaying abilities is not good enough. Missile troops are actually
better dragon slayers. One missile hit and dragon and all other flyers go bye bye.

Dust Wyrm (4 turner)
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Siege +3 with fast movement and great terrain bonus. Too expensive for my taste.

Eagle, Griffon, Unicorn (3 turner)

These 3 turn low ST flyers (Eagle/Griffon) are too expensive and useless against those cheap 1 turners
missile troops. Griffon can occasionally be useful in ally 1 on smaller maps if the opponent relies heavily
on trample units.

Unicorn is the only good one here with +3 morale, 28 movement, woods move bonus and woods +5.
However the abundance of high bonus fear units really reduces it's effectiveness when Elf Calv is much
cheaper and faster to produce.

MoonGuard (3 turner)

Nasty +4 missile troop. Great combo when field in merc-3 with renown hero since they are so effective
vs flyers and especially good vs Blue/Black dragons and trample units. (missile come before trample and
all you need is one hit). Weakness: any land unit with 4 hp will render your missile useless. (so it is
VERY nasty when stack with curse+disease unit inside a city. perfect hero trap).

IceGuard (3 turner)

Most expensive 3 turner, the only fortification troop around. For most players that +1 fortify is just too
expensive. I still have a mix feelings about it. Very useful put it inside a +3 fortification city. I have only
seen it in merc 3 slot due to time/cost to build them.

Archon Elephant, Liche (4 turner)

Archon is great for stacking with wizard to make it morale +5 at level 6 (heroism spell) else it is no good
since every one got either liche or Green Dragon in their regular or ally slot I mean EVERYONE. It can
be found as free production on the 'White Knights' map which is the only one where you should ever
consider it as one regulars. Otherwise place it in Ally 2/3 or Ally 4 if you use a Priest who can summon
them thus control its fighting sequence.

Elephant is a high ST trample unit, 2nd to Iron Golem in city fight. It can also take on dragons even up if
they get blessed or built at a +1 str site and the low production cost of 800 is super cheap so you can fill
plenty of non-hero stacks full of elephants. Best of all they get medals from fights ridiculously easy so
field them in your regulars as opposed to ally slots. Can be fielded in merc slot 3 for a high cost but
combined with a Warrior as a slot 1/2 hero it can be a deadly combo in non 3k games. Heh ... even in a
3K game. And if you can do renown on a city with hit+1 then you also have it as missile crasher with
4hp. Iron Golem with trample+3 can do short work on these guys in a city fight. And watch out for all
flyers specailly Black and Blue Dragon. Make it hip 4 with priest/bard spells is another good way to go.

Liche is the cheapest high power unit around with fear +4 put it in reg. or ally slot, you cannot do wrong
with this guy. Slow land moving unit.

Cave Wrym, Fire Demon, Iron Golem, Rock elemental, Spectres (4 turner)

All very nice quality troops with I.G. leading the popularity contest.

Cave W. is a land 4 hper (thus missile immunity), siege +2, and high st ... good unit to stack in front of
hero stack to stop archery and protect dragons. Also great in ally 2 where you get some early from
ruins/quest and send them to take far away cities on their own or to raze some enemy cities. But they
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fear trample units with high ST.

Fire Demon got ST8, hp3, move 20, and chaos +3 is great for its price and is summonable so field it to
control its fighting sequence. Make sense to field it if you got summoner. Fear I.G. also.

Iron G. ST 6, +3 trample, and +1 city bonus to easily make it the greatest city crusher, but not as
effective against high ST flyers (immune to trample) or get hit by missile troop first. And it only move 16
but lots of warlords field it to counter lots of nasty land units and in city fight it is the best land unit
around. Again, make it a 4hper and you take away the threat of missile troops. However, Black Dragon
will eat it for lunch.

Rock Elemental is another 4 hp land unit with +3 selfwarding and the main reason for others to field a
good trample unit like IG to counter this unit. Park it on the hill is the best for its hill+3 bonus. Very nasty
but luckily it is slow.

Spectres, flyer, good strength with +6 curse. Nasty unit especially in a hero fight (reason: curse can do
away with medals and bless prior to battle) great in fights against the dreaded Shaman with Beserker
spells.

Air Elementals, Fire Elementals (4 turner)

Flyer with low ST and very expensive, fire elemental is the fastest chaos unit and very nice stack with
EC, LC, Wraith in a 3K game to give you a fast moving stack with all kinds bonus. Too expensive esp in
allies where it cost 200 in ally 2 compared to 90 for Spectre/I.G/Archon all of which are better units. Ally
3 is the only place for it.

Slayer Knight, Treant (4 turners)

Slayer knight is a chaos +4, high quality unit. It can be found as free production on the 'White Knights'
map, Treant is land 4 hp (missile immunity) with good siege bonus but just too slow to be useful and IG
eat it for snack unless it is in the woods or flying in a hero stack.

Undead Beast (5 turner)

Basically a Slayer Knight that takes 1 more turn to build and costs more to make but has 4 extra moves
per turn and 1 higher ST. Unless you need the extra 4 moves (you won't if you are already dragging
around a 16 move Siege Engine in your hero stack) you are better off with the Slayer Knight. Hero
stacker, great ally slot 3 or regular slot 8 (put your most expensive unit in regular slot 7).

Silver Dragon (5 turner)

No way, too expensive. It is at most a 4 turner with that kind of price tag. On rare occasions in sets with
Black Dragons in regulars I have seen it in Ally 4 to give Wizard +5 Morale bonus with heroism spell.

Gold Dragon (5 turner)

A dragon with +4 morale that's very handicapped due to the +5 fear of the Green Dragon cancelling it
out totally. With liche becoming more popular it's making a slight comeback. Mostly seen in Ally 4 but it's
hard to play effectively with this dragon in your set when Red/Green/Blue/Black/Undead are so much
easier to use. Abundence of fear itmes make it worse. But Gold+SlayerKnight+Liche in a 3K game stack
with Hero casting morale+1 spell can do some serious &quot;Gold Rush&quot; ...
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Undead Dragon, Green Gragon (5 turner)

Green Dragon is popular in a regular slot ( slot 7 or slot 8 ) with fear +5 to counter all morale bonus's.
Lately the Liche has been seen more often in regulars due to rarity of +5 morale in hero stacks.

Undead Dragon is the only 4 hp dragon and curse+5 big bully, huba huba, great for hero fight but watch
out for Blue/Black Dragon and missile troops that can really cut down your effectiveness. Much cheaper
in regulars than Black/Blue and can be found as free production in the cities on the 'Elthorn' map. Only
field this dragon if you have a Shaman hero and you run 'evil eye spell'. They also get medals much
faster than other dragons and can't lose them from curse!!! (I tested that, it's not true -HR)

Red Dragon (5 turner)

The only +5 chaos unit and fast becoming the most popular dragon in regulars to counter the Wizard's
+5 leadership which is so common. Can be found as free production on the 'White Knights' map where it
should always be in your regulars on that map.

Blue Dragon (5 turner)

Don't field this unit if you know your opponent use Black Dragon. There is a bug in lightning attack form.
If you get hit by acid your lightning attack is gone. On very rare occasions can be found as free
production on the 'draconis and Undead Legion' map. It's especially deadly when combined with the
chain lightning spell from a Wizard if acid fail.

Black Dragon (5 turner)

Cost the most but worth it. Put it in reg slot 7 or ally slot 4. You gonna love the respect people give you.
Trample units against it are useless, high ST missile unit get cut in half. You do need to worry about
those one turner missile troopers like halfling and elf archer when you attack a city but only 1/2 will
survive your acid attack. However, that is where they nickle and dime you to death. Very sad. But when
you use them in hero's fight you will get great result.

============================================================================

Re: Unit Evaluation by HydroJackson & KGB
Posted by Hannibal Rex - 02 May 2023 20:05
_____________________________________

KGB wrote:

Different movement rates leading to different XP rates is EXACTLY what you should be trying to do.
That's why I adjusted the tables for the KHeroes and later the XHeroes modified that again.

It's absolutely on the table, but I want to learn juggling 3 balls before I add the 4th and 5th. Adjusting xp
and starting movement can be done once I have a set of 10 abilities for each hero that I'm satisfied with,
and that I  have been able to playtest to some extent.

Making Speed/Teleport cost 3 AP is up to you. But I doubt it's going to help your balancing things as
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much as you think. The reason it was set to those values for the XHeroes is that so on turn 2, a hero
could not have Speed/Teleport if they started near a couple cities/ruin and were able to reach 10 XP on
turn 1. All of which sounds great, but then how do you set the XP table for the heroes now because once
they have that skill they get XP faster but it now takes longer to get the skill. More importantly, if the hero
isn't your 1st or 2nd hero it may be almost impossible to get the skill once most the cities/ruins are gone
and getting XP is that much harder (because only 1 hero at a time can quest).

Unlike Questing, these skills have innate value. You don't just take them to accumulate xp more quickly
to get to the skills you *really* want. So that's a problem that all late-comer heroes share. If anything, an
equal xp/movement starting point levels the playing field in that regard, because that doesn't presuppose
you always take one particular skill before all others. Even without the meta concerns of an exceptionally
good start, 3 AP seems like a more justified price tag for Speed/Teleport, compared to spending AP on a
hero's individual movement.

Questing was one of the first things I decided to cut, for all the problems you laid out. It's a nice idea for
an ability, but I see now way to make it work in a balanced fashion in practice. You could turn it into
effectively a freebie by giving the paladin an extra AP at level 2, but that still doesn't solve the problem of
only one hero being able to quest at a time.

Anyway, one thing everyone agrees on is that L6 is what you want to balance the hero for. By that point
they need to have enough AP points earned to be useful (at least one +5 skill of some sort) and a
reasonable XP table to get to L6. That's because L6 is where spells double in power and roughly where
most heroes finish in a game.

Completely agreed. I wanted to ask how common it is to have a hero reach level 7 (or even 8?) before
the game is decided, and if this is noticably limited to certain classes. If I can assume 8-10 only becomes
relevant for campaigns or victory laps in AI scenarios, that reduces the balance concerns of the higher
AP rewards at those levels. In your experience, how often do you pick the AP quest reward, if it's
available? Are hard quests relevant in competitive play at all?

Spells are so much more flexible than the limited selection of normal abilities that I'm favoring pushing
level 6 back a bit in general, so the non-magical heroes don't become outclassed too soon. I've
considered 70xp as the benchmark, but that's for no other reason than it being an even number of 10
times the medium quest xp.

The other thing you should do is make non-teleport versions of the teleport heroes. Later on, I made
non-teleport versions of the Wizard, Alchemist and Summoner heroes for PBEM play because teleport is
so over powered there. I simply replaced the teleport skill with something else and adjusted the XP
tables slightly. It's worth doing for PBEM play or for campaigns/maps where you want to use those
heroes but not overpower the game with teleport (esp since the AI doesn't use it).
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That's another good point, and I start to understand how it's not simply an issue of increasing the AP and
mana costs of teleport to balance it for PBEM. And if I don't want to make the mod just for myself, I have
to pay attention to multiplayer concerns.

There's one more thing I wanted to ask; do you have any insight how the AI spends its AP on heroes, or
how it prioritizes which units it builds and buys production for? Is it simply random, or weighed in favor of
certain abilities (flying)?

============================================================================

Re: Unit Evaluation by HydroJackson & KGB
Posted by KGB - 02 May 2023 22:03
_____________________________________

Hannibal Rex wrote:

Completely agreed. I wanted to ask how common it is to have a hero reach level 7 (or even 8?) before
the game is decided, and if this is noticably limited to certain classes. If I can assume 8-10 only becomes
relevant for campaigns or victory laps in AI scenarios, that reduces the balance concerns of the higher
AP rewards at those levels. In your experience, how often do you pick the AP quest reward, if it's
available? Are hard quests relevant in competitive play at all?

It all depends on the heroes XP table. 80-85XP is pretty much the most you can expect to get in a game
before it's decided. For some heroes, 80XP is L7 and for others it's L6. That's why heroes that lacked
speed, teleport or group move spells typically reach L6 around 50 XP and L7 around 80 vs heroes that
have those skills and reach L6 around 80 XP. In other words 30 XP is roughly the extra movement
handicap but that also presumed they got that movement early (2 AP speed or teleport or group move
spell).

On occasion I take the AP quest reward. Esp if I am 1 AP short of something important (like reaching +5
in a skill). If you move speed to cost 3 AP then there is a good chance I (and others) might take it as my
1st quest reward so that I get speed or teleport sooner which gets the expansion ball rolling.

I don't think anyone takes hard quests. I bet they are taken

============================================================================

Re: Unit Evaluation by HydroJackson & KGB
Posted by Hannibal Rex - 02 May 2023 23:29
_____________________________________
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There's a lot of things to mull over here. 

70xp for L6 is probably DOA and I'll rethink it. The idea to reduce xp for medium quests and rein in
mobility heroes a little that way is intriguing. Having 80-85 xp as the ballpark figure for the endgame is
definitely helpful.

AI-only heroes would be hard or impossible to implement for existing campaigns, but would work fairly
easily in custom army sets. My first thought there would be to simply give them +1AP at each level up,
and see how things shake out.

Mana management is another area I need to figure out. I know you can get one mana crystal as a
medium quest reward, but I don't know what the range is for hard quests. For crystals from ruins, I intend
to eliminate the variance; 2 for regular ruins, 5 for hidden ones. Mana income is a fairly trivial handicap
past the early game vs the AI, so I have a hard time judging how much it keeps spells from dominating
multiplayer. In my experience, finding some early crystals changes things a lot, so there's always a
randomness about playing heavy casters.

============================================================================

Re: Unit Evaluation by HydroJackson & KGB
Posted by KGB - 03 May 2023 15:48
_____________________________________

AI only heroes for campaigns shouldn't be any harder than for custom army sets. You'd just have to
modify the campaign heroes the AI gets.

It's worth spending a bit of time experimenting on how the AI spends its points. You definitely don't want
the AI taking +move something like 7 or 8 times (they can take it until you reach 50 move). That's why I
suggested removing things like +move from AI heroes and just giving those heroes +4 move over the
human hero equivalent.  You can really see how the AI spends points if you play 'battle of the Titans'
where you get a L10 hero but the AI spends the AP points for you. You'll tend to end up with a 30+ move
hero kind of thing with max strength/hits etc.

I forget how much mana you get from hard quests. I think it's a range (2-4 type thing). It might be in the
default.rul file so that you can set it to a specific number (3 or 4 would make sense given how rare the
quest is taken).

Your fixed number for ruins sounds good. Multiplayer tends to either be 1v1 (online) or many (2-4)
players (PBEM). Solo players typically play vs 7 other AI's. So the amount of mana available is going to
widely vary when you have 2-8 players in a game. This is especially true with ruin mana because the AI
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heroes often gobble it all up where in 1v1 games there tends to be lots available. Plus of course map
size matters because largest map has more ruins and thus more mana. It's going to be impossible to get
it right because of all the different playing conditions. I'd just concentrate on solo players (vs 7 AIs /
campaigns) and let multi player sort itself out.

KGB

============================================================================
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